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Letters to Editor

Editor’s comment

Figure 4: The flap after inset

This letter reminds me of how one of the leading
software companies of the world does its business:
They launch a fairly good yet unperfected product
(a “beta” product) and then they start the iteration or
improvement process to clean up the bugs. Each new
version (2.0/3.0 etc) is better than the previous one
and eventually they grow closer to getting it to a place
called ‘flawless’. This I feel is a fascinating way of doing
things in life. The authors have stumbled upon a new
way of using the propeller flap and have promptly gone
ahead and published it. Now whenever and whereever
the ‘throw over flap’ will be researched and fine tuned,
the fact that these authors were the pioneer of this
idea would never be denied.

S. Bhattacharya
Editor, I.J.P.S.
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Figure 5: Post-operative review at three months showing well settled flap
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Platysmal book flap for
tracheostomy scars
Sir,
We read with interest the article on role of platysma muscle
flaps for depressed scars of the neck.[1] The authors have
mobilised the platyma and sutured it in the midline to
augment the soft tissue deformity associated with depressed
neck scars with good results. However, in cases of excessive
depression of the scar reaching upto the trachea single layer
edge to edge approximation of the platysma may not be
sufficient to augment the soft tissue deformity.
We have had the opportunity to manage three such patients.
All the patients had post tracheostomy depressed scars,
and one of the patients had a tracheocutaneous fistula. We
managed these patients by using the platysmal turnover
flaps as described by Yiacoumettis et al.[2]
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